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1 T Y CL AS I ICA ION 0 " TO I , FlAf f.r 0t . oo(& FonIrod)

(i) Crystal growth research centered around: (-s) designing, constructing,
and writing the software for a computer controlled constant-diameter attachment
for our Czochralski crystal pullers, (bf a majorexperimental effort on the
growth Qf lead potassium niobate (PKN): Pb2KNb5Ol5, and lead bismuth niobate (PBN)
PbBi2Nb209,' and c) a minor experimental effort 9n the growth of lithium meta-
silicate, Li2Si0 3; and bismuth molybdate, Bi2Mo0 6 . The use of the constant-
diameter control equipment in the crystal growth df these materials resulted in
marked improvements, but did not eliminate, the persistent cracking problem. For
PKN, a few large crystals suitable for measurements were obtained, and a system-
atic approach to solving the complex growth problems is proposed. The PBN
crystal growth was Tess of a problem, and more than a dozen single crystal
samples suitable for property measurements were obtained. Single domain lithium
metagermanate seed crystals were used in attempts to grow single domain lighium
metasilicate crystals. T T l I

_4 (ii) The dielectric constants Tl--and t33and the a§$ociated loss tannents
of 0-berlinit were measured at eleven frequencies from l_ to 1Q5P Hz between 1
-150 and 200C. The temperature dependence of,,,4- - and the relaxation
behavior are similar to the results obtained earlier, but the absolute values are
20 to 30 percent smaller than reported previously. / - -

The electrical resistivity of ,-AlP04 was measured as a function of tempera-
ture. On the basis of these results it is concluded that the bulk electrical
conductivity cannot account for any of the dielectric relaxation phenomena ob-
served earlier which should therefore be attributed to crystal imperfections and/or
inclusions.

A dilatometric measurement of the piezoelectric stress constant dll of
,,-AIP04 by Uchino and Cross (1979) gives a value about 20 percent smaller than
the value previously obtained from ultrasonic measurements and almost three times
smaller than the x-ray value. This confirms our earlier prediction that the maxi-
mum electromechanical coupling factor of ,-AIPO4 should be considerably larger
than that of ,-Si02, but the actual numerical value should be roughly 20 percent
smaller than previously predicted.

> (iii) The temperature dependence of the two shear modes propagating in [001]
has been measured from 10 to 315K for Bi4Ti302. A monotonical decrease of the
associated shear moduli has been found.) It is only after the remaining seven
elastic moduli will have been measured as a function of temperature that the
existerice of temperature compensated directions for this material can be
ascertaifted.
I (iv) Considerable effort was devoted to specimen preparation of lead bismuth

niobate which was hampered by the easy cleavage of this material perpendicular to
C0011. Property measurements were started. No hysteresis was found at R.T. in
the c-* rection for an electric field up to 25 kV/cm, indicating either a high
zoercive field or the absence of a spontaneous polarization in this direction. In
the a-di ction hysteresis was observed which increased with increasing tempera-
ture. The dielectric constant in the a-direction increases by a factor of two
from R.T. to 200'C, supporting earlier results which suggest a ferroelectric
'urie point at 560'C.

The piezoelectric constant d33 of unpoled PBN was determined to be <10-12C/N.
the velocities of the three pure acoustic modes propagating in the c-direction
have been measured for unpoled PBN as a function of temperature. The results
show that the three electric constants c33 , c5 5 and c66 have the usual negative
temperature coefficients.
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1. Technical Summary and Progress Report

1.1 Technical Problem and Task Objectives

The objective of the work pursued under this contract is to

find new temperature compensated piezoelectric materials for use

in ultrasonic SAW sianal processing devices, with

electromechanical coupling factors comparable to those of Li~bO 3,

with low ultrasonic attenuation and zero temperature coefficient

of the delay time.

1.2 Methodological Approach

The research performed consists of:

(i) Identification of suitable new piezoelectric materials

on the basis of heuristic theoretical relations between

properties, composition and crystal structure.

(ii) Both exploratory and systematic crystal arowth studies

on a variety of materials which are expected to possess

temperature compensated crystalloaraphic directions and which had

been selected earlier on the basis of heuristic criteria (Rarsch

and Newnham, 197S; Rarsch and Spear, 1977).

(iii) Measurement of the single crystal elastic,

thermoelastic, piezoelectric and dielectric properties of several

promising candidate materials for which suitable sinqle crystals

were obtained.
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Based on the results obtained under (iii) the existence of

temperature compensated cuts for ultrasonic surface waves for the

materials studied and their suitability for SAW devices will be

investiqated by the scientific staff of the Rome Air Development

Center tinder supervision of the Contract Monitor, Dr. P. H. Carr.

1.3 Technical Results

1.3.1 Identification of New Materials

It can be shown by means of a thermodynamic analysis that

the piezoelectric constants of ferroelectrics derived from

centric prototypes are proportional to the electrostriction

constants and the spontaneous polarization. Thus for systematic

attempts to find new materials with laroer electromechanical

couplinq factors the microscopic parameters which determine these

properties must be well understood. Previous theoretical

treatments of electrostriction are inadenuate even for such

simple solids as alkali halides. Therefore, under a different

contract* theoretical work is being pursued in order to develop a

more adequate theory of electrostriction, to apply it to alkali

halides and to selected classes of piezoelectric and

ferroelectric materials. It is hoped that the results will

*Tarqeted Basic Studies of Ferroelectric and Ferroelastic
Materials for Piezoelectric Transducer Applications, ONR
Contract No. N00014-78-C-0291.
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provide heuristic quidelines for maximizinq the electrostriction

constants and the piezoelectric constants for a qiven crystal

structure. In conjunction with earlier criteria for identifyina

temperature compensated materials (Barsch and Newnham, Iq75) this

will hopefully lead to an updated version of our earlier list of

potentially temperature compensated materials (Barsch and

Newnham, 1975).

1.3.2 Crystal Growth

Crystal growth research centered around: (a) designinkz,

constructing, and writinq the software for a computer controlled

constant-diameter attachment for our Czochralski crystal pullers,

(b) a major experimental effort on the qrowth of lead potassium

niobate (PKN), Pb 2KNb5015, and lead bismuth niobate (PBN),

PbBi 2 Nb20., and (c) a minor experimental effort on the qrowth of

lithium metasilicate, Li 2SiO and bismuth molybdate, Ri 2Moo 6

1.3.2.1 Constant-Diameter Control Equipment

In an attempt to reduce and hopefully eliminate the

persistant crackina in PKN and other oxide crystal boules, an

automated constant-diameter control system making use of a DEC

LSI-11 microcomputer was designed and built for our Czochralski

crystal pullers. The system is based on the continuous weighinq

of the crucible at a constant pulling rate. The difference

between the rate of mass loss and a desired rate input into the

computer is translated into a temperature correction for the

furnace. The temperature of the furnace is the primary

experimental parameter which controls the diameter of the crystal

boule. The system works essentially as a proportional

control l er.
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The computer programs written for the system allow the

experiments to be run in any of three modes: (1) a manual

control mode, in which the equipment computes and displays the

rate of mass loss from the crucible periodically, and outputs

a desired power level siqnal to the furnace power supply, (2) a

constant-diameter mode, in which the equipment calculates the

rate of mass loss, compares it to a desired constant rate, and

then translates this difference into a power correction to the

furnace, and (3) a programmed shape mode, in which the equipment

controls the initial necking down of the boule, its expansion,

the constant diameter reaion, and the final tapering of the

crystal before terminating growth. The equipment also controls

the cooling of the crystal to room temperature.

1.3.2.2 Lead Potassium Niobate (PK )

The crystal qrowth of PKN was continued in an attempt to

reduce the persistant cracking problem in the crystal boules.

Growth with a precisely controlled platinum-wound resistance

furnace and various configurations of heat shielding was pursued,

but with limited success. The use of ultra-pure starting

materials resulted in more severe cracking, although the

quality of the cracked pieces was significantly improved. The

rapid cooling through the Curie temperature of PKN resulted in

fewer domains. However, the rapid coolino resulted in thermal

stresses which produced significant cracking. Various

temperature qradients and cooling rates were tried, but again

produced limited success in reducing the cracking problem.

4



An attempt was made to grow PKN crystals hydrothermally

below the Curie temperature, but the initial results were not

promisina, so this effort was dropped.

The most significant improvement in the cracking problem

resulted when the constant-diameter control equipment was

completed and used with PKN. Although the cracking persisted, a

few 5x5x5 mm3 samples were obta;ned, and the general quality of

the crystals increased.

The cracking problem in PKN is obviously not dominated by

one type of experimental parameter, but is a complex combination

of factors related to temperature, composition, and boule size

and shape. Some of the interrelationships have been defined, and

a systematic proqram for trying to optimize the crystal orowth

parameters has been outlined.

1.3.2.3 Lead Bismuth Niobate (PPIN)

The Czochralski growth of PBN was initiated during this

contract. The primary problems encountered were: (1) significant

vaporization losses, (2) secondary nucleation durinq the

expansion of the neck region, (3) cracking of the crystal boules,

and (4) easy cleavage in the crystal planes parallel to the

bismuth oxide layers in the structure.

The first problem was solved by inclosing the crucible

region in a fused silica tube closed fairly tightly at both ends.

This limited the condensation, and thus the rate of vaporization

losses to a tolerable level. The second problem of multiple

nucleation is directly related to the significantly slower growth

in the c-direction of the crystal, the direction perpendicular to

the bismuth oxide layers in the structure. After studying and

5"I.



defining this problem, we concluded that the only solution is to

use slow growth rates when expanding the neck region and to

carefully control the temperature.

The third and fourth problems are related in that most of

the cracking occurs along the cleavage planes. The stresses

which cause the cracking are a result of thermal gradients and

the multiple nucleation (and accompanying mismatch of the single

crystal qrains). The use of the constant-diameter control

equipment has larqely reduced the cracking from thermal stresses.

Althouqh most PBN crystal boules are cracked and/or contain

more than ono sinale crystal domain, more than a dozen high-

nuality single crystal samples with sizes areater than 5x5x5 mm3

have been obtained from these experiments.

1.3.2.4 Lithium Metasilicate and Bismuth Molybdate

Crystals of lithium metasilicate grown previously contained

180' twins which could not be removed by poling. In an attempt

to qrow twin-free crystals, single domain lithium metagermanate

sinqle crystal seeds were used. The two materials are

isostructural, and their lattice dimensions are similar, so the

prospects looked good. The most significant problem has been the

lower meltinq temperatures of the germanate and germanate-

silicate solid solutions. Starting the growth of the silicate on

the germanate at a slow enouqh rate for topotaxial growth, and

yet fast enough to avoid meltina the seed is a problem that is

still being examined.

6



Crystal growth studies on bismuth molybdate were heoun as a

part of a senior thesis project in Ceramic Science and

Enaineering at no cost to the present contract. However, the

impetus for this project was the promisinq results we obtained on

a previous contract (Barsch and Spear, 1q77). These studies have

just begun, but it is anticipated that the constant-diameter

control equipment will greatly reduce the previous crackinq

problems which were encountered with this material.

1.3.3 Physical Property Measurements and Suitability for
lemperature Compensated SAW Devices

1.3.3.1 c-Berlinite

Some differences among crystals qrown at different

laboratories are found in the loss tangent, but they should (via

the temperature coefficients of the dielectric constants c and

£33) have only a relatively small influence on the temperature

compensated directions and the maximum attainable

electromechanical coupling factor.

The value of dli for a-berlinite measured dilatometrically

by Uchino and Cross (1979) on the same crystal as used for the

ultrasonic measurements gives a value about 20 percent smaller

than the value deduced from the ultrasonic data. Thus the

maximum electromechanical coupling factor k of a-berlinite for

bulk waves should only be roughly two times larger than for a-

quartz and not, as previously predicted, 2.5 times (Chang and

Barsch, 1976) or 4.5 times (Barsch and Spear, 1979).

In conjunction with the ultrasonically determined value for

d11 , the dilatometric results of Uchino and Cross for d 1

7



suqciest that the x-ray values of dil and d14 are subject to a

larqe systematic error.

1.3.3.? Bismuth Titanate and Lead Bismuth Niobate

The suitability of bismuth titanate as a substrate for

temperature compensated SAW devies cannot yet be decided on the

basis of the available ultrasonic data pertaining to only two

shear modes.

The availability of sufficiently larqe sinqle crystals of

PBN made it possible to start the investiqations and measurements

of the propertis of this promising material. The assessment of

the suitability of this material as a substrate for temperature

compensated SAW devices must await the completion of these

studies.

1.4 DOD Implications

Present and future enqineering applications of SAW devices

include military (and civilian) communications and Radar systems,

such as multichannel communications, sncure anti-jam

communication for satellites, miniature avionics and

electromagnetic counter measures. The main performance limitina

factor of current SAW devices is that it has not been possible to

simultaneously achieve broad bandwidth which increases with

increasing electromechanical coupling factor, and small
temperature coefficient of time delay. For applications where

temperature compensated performance is essential, as in SAW code

correiators and in circulating store devies, auartz has been used

as a substrate material, which has a relatively small bandwidth.
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For two of the materials investigated under the present

contract one may expect the existence of temperature compensated

cuts for bulk and surface waves, with substantially larger

electromechanical coupling, and bandwidth than for a-quartz. For

one of the materials investiqated, berlinite, temperature

compensated cuts with electromechanical couplin factors for bulk

waves two times larger than for quartz may exist. The second

material, lead potassium niobate, could be still better. Thus by

replacinq quartz as a substrate material in suface acoustic wave

(SAW) devices with one of these materials insertion losses can be

reduced and the operating frequency and/or bandwidth can be

increased. In this manner the efficiency, reliability and

capability of military communications and Radar systems utilizinq

SAW signal processino devices can be significantly improved.

1.5 Implications for Further Research

It has been demonstrated that the search for new temperature

compensated materials with properties superior to those of a-

Quartz through the approach used under the present contract can

be successful. One may therefore hope that a continued

systematic search for new temperature compensated materials under

a future contract could lead to the discovery of even more

suitable materials. To this end continued crystal growth efforts

are required to obtain suitable (single domain) single crystals

for the physical measurements which are necessary to assess the

use of a given material for SAW device applications.

9



1.6 Special Comments

No special comments are offered at this time.

2. Crystal Growth Results

The crystal qrowth efforts pursued under the present

contract included both equipment development and crystal growth

experiments on four different chemical systems. The equipment

development was the design and building of a computer-controlled

constant diameter system for our Czochralski crystal puller. The

four different crystal systems which were experimentally examined

were lead potassium niobate (PKN), Pb2 KNb 5 015 ; lead bismuth

niobate (PbN), PhBi 2 Nb20 9 ; lithium metasilicate, Li2 Si0 3; and

bismuth molybdate, Ri 2MoO 6 .

The objective was to explore, develop and apply feasible

methods for the growth of high-quality sinqle crystals

sufficiently large for the physical property measurements. The

approach and the results are described below.

2.1 Constant-Diameter Control Equipment

In an attempt to reduce and hopefully eliminate the

persistent crackinq problem accompanying the crystal growth of

lead potassium niobate and other oxide crystals, an automated

constant diameter control system was designed and built for our

Czochralski crystal pullers. A brief description of the system

and the principles behind its operation are qiven below.

The constant diameter control system employs the method of

continuous crucible weiqhinq at a constant pulling rate. The

10



rate of loss calculated from the crystal density, pulling rate,

and desired diameter. Any difference between these two values is

translated into a temperature correction for the furnace, which

is essentially the same as a correction in the crystal diameter.

The equipment consists of: (i) a Digital Equipment Corp.

LSI-11 microcomputer, (ii) a Heath-video terminal and paper tape

reader and punch, (iii) a digital-to-analog converter and

operational amplifier, and (iv) an Arbor 3006 top-loading

electronic balance. A photograph of the completed system is

shown in Figure 1.

The LSI-11 computer reads the balance through a custom

designed and built interface board. These digital balance

readings are time-averaged by the aDpropriate computer programs,

temperature corrections are calculated (in terms of power

settings for the furnace), and then this digital signal is

converted to an analog signal which is amplified and passed on to

the furnace controller. The system works essentially as a

proportional controller. The advantage of the digital design, in

comparison with an analog design, is its flexibility. All input

parameters can be readily adjusted during an experiment, and

special correction terms can be easily incorporated into the

computer program.

The computer programs used for this system were designed on

this contract and are writtin in BASIC, although FORTRAN could

also have been used. The program currently being used allows an

experiment to be performed in any of three modes: manual,

constant diameter, and programmed shape. In the manual mode, the

system performs two functions: (1) outputting the desired power

11



Figure 1. Automatic Diameter Control Crystal Growth Equipment

Instrument rack contains on the top shelf the CRT
computer terminal (left) and the paper tape
punch/reader (right), on the middle shelf the
digital/analog converter and operational amplifier
(left) and the LSI-11 micro-computer (right), and on
the bottom shelf the digital AD Little induction
furnace and the electronic balance (to the right) are
visible.

12
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level to the generator, and (2) computing the rate of weight loss

in mg/min every two minutes.

In the constant diameter mode, the computer periodically

calculates an average rate of weight loss, compares this with the

constant desired value, calculates a power correction, and then

applies this correction.

In the programmed shape mode, the system performs the same

function as in the constant diameter mode in addition to

calculating a change in the rate of weight loss as a function of

time so that a desired crystal shape can be grown. The growth is

automatically controlled from the initial necking down of the

polycrystalline boule, to the expansion and constant diameter

stage, to the final tapering down of the crystal before the

termination of growth. After the crystal is separated from the

melt, the computer controlled system also controls the coolinq as

a function of time.

2.2 Lead Potassium Niobate (PKN)

The crystal qrowth studies on PKN, Pb 2KNb5 15, begun under

previous contracts (Barsch and Spear, 1977, 1979) were continued

in an attempt to drastically reduce the crackinq problem in the

crystal boules.

Since a number of our previously grown PKN crystals

contained appreciable amounts of impurities, growth was attempted

with high purity starting materials and maximum care to avoid

contamination during the preparation of the reacted starting

powders. Mixina was performed in plastic hall mills with teflon

rollers, and sinterinq was carried out in covered platinum

13



crucibles. The ceramic heat shields in the growth furnace were

covered with platinum foil to avoid contamination by loose

alumina particles. This foil changed the thermal characteristics

of the systems so that several experiments had to be performed

before decent crystal boules could be qrown. The resulting

crystals obtained were pale yellow and very transparent, and the

quality of the crystals markedly improved. However, the crackinq

problem persisted, and in fact became worse with the pure

starting materials. It was quite obvious that these crystals

were very hiqhly strained.

A number of experiments indicated that coolina at relatively

rapid rates diminished crackinq of the crystals because of the

formation of much smaller domains which could withstand the

induced stress much better than the intermediate size domains.

However, if the crystals are rapidly cooled, there is usually

sufficiently large thermal stresses to crack them. To get around

this conflict, an attempt was mace to cool throuqh the

ferroelastic phase transition at an extremely slow rate so that

one, or a very few, larne domains would he produced and thermal

equilibrium would also he approached at all temperatures. A

voltaqe stabilizer was included in the furnace power supply, and

the temperature was lowered manually through the transition to

avoid temperature fluctuations. The coolinq rate was

approximately 1/?°/hr. However, the crystal obtained in this

experiment was also severely cracked.

An attempt was made to qrow PKN crystals hydrothermally at

4000 C. This temperature is belnw the transition temperature, so

14



cracking caused by the induced stress from the transition would

be avoided. A silver-lined autoclave was used for the

experiment, with pure water for the solvent. The source material

was a sintered pellet of PKN which was placed in the bottom of

the vessel. Seed crystals were cut from Czochralski qrown houles

in the form of thin plates with a- or c-planes as faces. These

seeds were suspended by a fine platinum wire in the top of the

vessel. The autoclave was then pressurized to 10,000 psi and

heated to 400 0 C for ten days. The temperature at the top of the

pressure vessel where the seed crystals were located was 360 0 C.

No measurable growth of the seeds was observed at the end of the

experiment, and the crystals and source pellet both had a black

layer formed on the surface due to the partial reduction of the

lead oxide. Because of these negative results, no further

hydrothermal crystal growth experiments on PKN were performed.

Toward the latter part of the present contract period, the

constant diameter control equipment was completed and could be

used with the growth of PKN. It was hoped that a crystal boule

with a constant diameter would contain more uniform thermal

gradients during growth and subsequent cooling, and would thus

have less tendency for cracking. Several boules were grown with

the use of this equipment, both in the constant diameter mode and

the controlled shape mode (see previous section). Cracking was

reduced, but not eliminated. The general quality of the crystals

increased, and a number of crack-free single-crystal reqions of

approximately 5x5x5 mm3 were obtained. The lack of time

precluded pursuing further research on PKN.

The above results help confirm the conclusion that the
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crackina problem in PKN crystals is a complex combination of

several factors. The most important factors appear to be (i) the

magnitude and uniformity of thermal gradients during growth and

cooling cycles, (ii) the number and size of the domains produced

at the ferroelastic transition, and (iii) the composition of the

crystal. The factors related to thermal gradients and domains

are stronly dependent on the physical size and shape (and

uniformity of shape) of the crystal, and the thermal gradients

and cooling rates of the furnace during an experiment. Although

the composition appears to play a role in the cracking problem,

the exact nature of this role is not clear. The fact that the

more impure crystals were cracked less than those grown with high

purity chemicals is probably related to the enhanced nucleation

of domains at sites of imperfections. Crystals with a large

number of small domains are hiqhly strained, but contain fewer

cracks, and the large numbers of domains may be a result of high

coolino rates, non-uniform crystal shapes, and/or chemical

impurities and physical imperfections.

Sorting out the complex nature of the crackina problem in

PKN will require a concentrated effort on the crystal growth of

this material. The use of equipment to strictly control the

shape of the crystal is an absolute necessity. This problem

factor can then be eliminated. Fixina the thermal parameters of

the furnace, and then studying the effects of stoichiometry,

impurities, and physical defects on the orowth should provide the

needed insight into the effects of these latter parameters.

Next, fixing the chemical and structural parameters at the
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optimum values and then studyina the effects of thermal

parameters in a systematic fashion should help to determine

general guidelines for the growth of crack-free crystals. The

next step would be to fix both the chemical and structural

parameters and the thermal parameters at their optimum

conditions, and then to study the effects of crystal size, shape,

and uniformity of shape on the crackinq. This would complete the

first cycle of the study. The cycle should then be repeated in

order to approach an optimum set of parameters for the Qrowth of

high-quality, crack-free crystals of PKN. The complex

interrelationships of the various parameters as they relate to

the cracking of PKN crystals makes solving this problem by a less

systematic method virtually impossible.

2.3 Lead Bismuth Niobate (PBN)

The crystal growth of PbBi 2Nb 209 (PBN) by means of the

Czochralski pulling method was initiated durinq this contract.

No previous report of the crystal qrowth of this compound was

found in the literature.

The compound in the form of powdered starting material for

the crystal growth was synthesized by prereacting its constituent

powdered oxides using standard high temperature sinterinq

techniques. It contained 5 wt % excess of PbO and Bi2 03 to

compensate for the appreciable volatility of these two components

at the crystal growth temperatures. Also because of this

volatility problem, a long fused silica tube, fairly tiahtly

closed at both top and bottom, was used to house the crucible in

the cold-walled chamber enclosing the rf-heating region.
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Durinq the initial growth runs, crystals were nucleated on a

platinum wire, and then necked down in an attempt to obtain a

single crystal seed. As expected, the fast growth direction was

parallel to the bismuth oxide layers in the structure, which are

perpendicular to the c-axis. In subsequent experiments, the

seeds were oriented so that the fast growth direction and the

crystal pullinq direction were coincident. Typical pulling rates

were 4-6 mm/hr at a rotation rate of 15 rpm.

Crystal boules of PBN are yellow and transparent. In

comparison to lead potassium niobate (PKN), the cracking problem

in the boules is slight. However, the PBN crystals cleave very

easily in the c-planes (the planes parallel to the bismuth oxide

layers in the structure). This has been a major problem in

preparing crystals for property measurements.

Crystals of PBN are quite sensitive to growth instabilities,

as was evidenced by the observed growth defects in crystals grown

while the crystal pullinq mechanism was not operating properly

(the slight "hitch" in the pullino rate was not observable to the

eye). Figure 2 shows a thin section of such a crystal which was

examined under an optical microscope. The equally spaced defects

are about 8pm apart, and are perpendicular to the growth

direction.

A major crystal growth problem in the PRN system is

inhibitinn the nucleation of new crystals when expandinq the

crystal in the c-direction, the slow growth direction

perpendicular to the bismuth oxide layers in the structure.

While expanding the crystal diameter from the neck, the slichtest
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Figure 2

Lamella-type defects in a thin section of lead bismuth niobate as
viewed with an optical microscope. Growth rate was 6 mm/hr at 15
rpm. The arrow indicates 200 Pm in the growth direction.
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temperature instability can cause nucleation of new crystals.

Once nucleated, the additional crystals tend to grow the full

length of the boule. Figure 3 shows a typical secondary crystal

originating at the base of the neck and propagating into the bulk

of the crystal. This crystal was grown before the automatic

constant diameter equipment was completed.

A large number of PBN crystals were grown with the use of

the automatic constant diameter equipment. The first ones were

grown using only the constant diameter more, but later crystals

were grown completely under the control of this equipment: the

initial growth, the necking down and expansion, the constant

diameter region, and the tapering of the growth at the end of the

run. Multiple nucleation during the neck expansion and cleavage

parallel to the growth direction were problems, but more than a

dozen single crystal samples greater than 5x5x5 mm3  are now

available for characterization, poling, and property

measurements. A typical crystal boule is shown in the photograph

given in Figure 4.

2.4 Lithium Metasilicate and Bismuth Molybdate

Extensive crystal growth studies on lithium metasilicate

were reported previously by Barsch and Spear (1979). These

studies indicated the as-grown crystals of Li2 SiO 3 contained 1800

twins. In an attempt to grow untwinned crystals, experiments

were performed in which lithium metagermanate (Li2GeO 3 ) single

domain crystals were used as seeds. The two compounds are

isostructural and possess similar lattice dimensions, so it was
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Figure 3. Boule of Lead Bismuth Niobate
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Fiqure 4

Typical PBN ( Lead Bismuth Niobate) Crystal Grown
with Constant-Diameter Control Eouipmeflt
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expected that topotaxial nucleation of the silicate on the

germanate would occur quite readily.

A few crystal growth experiments were performed to test the

above ideas, but success was limited. A typical boule is shown

in Figure 5 along with the germanate seed crystal containino two

slits for wiring the seed onto the pulling rod. The initial

growth on the seed and the expansion of the boule were performed

manually, but the constant diameter region was controlled

automatically. The initial growth on the germanate seed is quite

tricky since the germanate and germanate-silicate solutions have

lower melting temperatures than the silicate. Once the silicate

is nucleated and has started to grow, diffusion of the germanate

toward the melt-crystal interface is slow enough that this

interface is maintained at the melting point of the silicate.

The low density of the lithium metasilicate (2.52 gm/cc)

results in mass changes per growth length of the boule which are

very close to the sensitivity of our constant diameter control

equipment. At the small diameters of the boule near the seed

crystal, the equipment cannot be used to automatically expand the

diameter.

The germanate seed - silicate boule interface region is

still being examined to determine if this approach to growing

twin-free lithium metasilicate is worth pursuing.

Crystal growth experiments on bismuth molybdate (Bi2 Moo6 )

were begun as a senior thesis project in Ceramic Science and

Engineering at Penn State at no personnel cost to the present

.contract. On a previous Air Force contract (Barsch and Spear,

1977), preliminary cryst'l growth experiments on bismuth
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Figure 5

Typical Boule of Lithium Metasilicate Grown on a
Single Domain Lithium Metagermanate Seed Crystal
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molyb.. .)roduced very promisinq results, althouqh crackinq was

a proL Am. It is hoped that the new constant diameter control

equipment will provide the level of control needed to produce

large, high-auality single crystals of this material. At the

time this report was written, experiments in which the material

was nucleated on a platinum wire had been completed. The houles

contained a number of crystals, but sections could he salvaqed

for use as seeds in subsequent experiments. Without the use of

sinqle crystal seed crystals, it is virtually impossible to

obtain single crystal boules. Grain boundaries and cracks in the

neck region tend to propagate through the entire boule.

3. Elastic, Thermoelastic, Piezoelectric, Dielectric and

Electromechanical Properties

3.1 ci- Berlinite

3.1.1 Dielectric Properties
T

Earlier measurements of the dielectric constant C33 of the

associated loss tangent for c-berlinite (Rarsch and Spear, lq79)

have been repeated and extended to lower frequencies by usina a

fully automated Hewlett Packard Model 4274A multi-frequency LCR

meter. The purpose of these new measurements was to extend the

previous measurements to lower frequencies in order to search for

a maximum of the high temperature rise of the loss tanqent and in

order to identify the nature of this loss mechanism. In

addition, the aim was to obtain more accurate values for c3

because the previously reported values were subject to rather

large errors because of the small capacitance values of the

berlinite platelet used, which were larger, hut comparable to the



stray capacitance of the open circuit. The new capacitance

bridge used has higher resolution, a laraer frequency range at

low frequencies, and allows measurement of more intermediate

frequencies. Because of the higher resolution the larger stray

capacitance can be determined more accurately than with the

bridge used previously.

The measurements were mde on an X-cut platelet of thickness

1.025 mm, grown at the U.S. Signal Corps Laboratories, Fort

Monmouth, New Jersey, and a Z-cut platelet of thickness 0.0968

mm, qrown at the U.S. Naval Weapons Center, China Lake,

California. The measurements were made at eleven frequencies

(10, 1 .2 x 102, 2 x 102 4 x 102, 10 , 2 x 103 4 x P, 104

2 x 10 4 x 104 105 Hz) as a function of temperature from about

-150 to 200 0 C. All data were taken with decreasing temperature.

In Fioures 6 to 10 the restilts for el T tan 6 and tan

A 3 are shown for five selected frequencies. The data for the

lowest frequencies measured have been omitted because of large

scatter restil tinn from poor instrumental resolution. The

followina major features may he discerned:
T T

(i) Dielectic constant £11. For low frequencies TL33

increases monotonically with increasing temperature (within the

scatter of the experimental data), but with increasing frequency

two shallow minima at about -100 to -80°C, and at about 110 to

150 0C, and a broad maximum at about 70 to SO°C appear. The

temperature at which the low temperature minimum and the maximum

occur are almost independent of frequency, but the hiqh

temperature minimum is shifted to hinher temperature as the

frequency incredses.
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(ii) Dielectric constant .T With the exception of a very(ii) 33.

shallow low temperature minimum at high frequencies, T3

increases monotomically with increasing temperature and exhibits

the broadened step-like increase characteristic of a single

relaxation mechanism.

(iii) Loss Tanoent tan 8 " The los tangent for 61 shows a

continuous rise with increasing temperature, superimposed on

which are two relaxation peaks of approximately constant height.

The continuously rising part increases with decreasing frequency,

but even at the lowest frequency of 200 Hz no maximum is reached.

Since measurements of the electrical conductivity of this sample

(Section 1.3.3.1.2) suggest that the dielectric loss contribution

arising from the electrical conductivity is much smaller than the

measured loss this feature must be attributed to a defect

relaxation mechanism, and a maximum is to be expected at still

lower frequency with decreasing frequency. The two small

relaxation peaks are shifted toward lower temperature, as is to

be expected for a relaxation mechanism.

(iv) Loss Tangent tan 82 .  Except for the lowest

frequencies, where the data scatter is too large, the loss

tangent tan 62 shows a similar continuous increase with

increasing temperature and decreasing frequency as tan 61.

Superimposed on this feature is a relaxation peak with the

typical frequency-temperature shift which correlated with the

step in c T and with the lower of the two relaxation peaks in tan

61.

In Table I the room temperature values of the dielectric
T T

constants T and c33 are listed as a function of frequency. It
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Table 1. Free relative dielectric constants tII

T
and c3 3 of a-berlinite at 250 C for

ten frequencies

Frequency 11 33

10 2  5.5 5.6

1.2 x 102 5.5 5.5

2 x 102 5.5 5.6

4 x 102 - 5.6

103 5.2 5.6

2 x 103 5.14 5.6

4 x 103 5.09 5.59

104 5.05 5.59

2 x 10 5.03 5.59

4 x 104 5.01 5.60

105 5.00 5.58
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is apparent that in the frequency range from 102 to 105 Hz T

T
decreases by about 10 percent, and that £33 remains virtually

constant.

A Cole-Cole plot of the real imaginary parts of C 3 aives

for the relaxation time

= toe-/kt (1)

with = 1.3 x 10-1 sec, 0 = 1.05 eV.0

Comparison of the above results with those reported before

(Barsch and Spear 1979) shows that the temperature dependence of

TI:3T is very similar, but that the absolute magnitude of the new

value is smaller than those reported before.

The most puzzling feature in the present measurement is the

occurrence of the two shallow minima of F1 and the one shallow

minima of These minima cannot be explained by the stardard

theory of dielectric properties. There is some evidence that the

low temperature minimum, which is apparent in both c T and T
1 33,

could arise from condensation of water (or ice) on the platelet

specimen. In fact, if data are taken with increasing temperature

on samples previously exposed to air the dielectric constant

measured initially is too larqe and decreases to a limiting value

as the temperature is kept constant, hut no such behavior is

observed with decreasinn temperature. This behavior could

perhaps be attributed to the surface desorption of water from the

specimen. On the other hand, the high temperature minimum of

T T£11, which is not present in E 3 3 , and which is observed with the

temperature decreasing, could be related to adsorption of water

and concurrent diffusion into the open channels of the berlinite
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structure. These channels run parallel to the c-axis and are

exposed to air in the X-cut specimen, but not in the Z-cut

specimen. Further measurements of the dielectric properties at

elevated temperature in an inert-gas atmosphere are renuired to

settle this question.

3.1.2 Electrical Conductivity

In order to identify the microscopic oriqin of the

dielectric relaxation phenomena observed both in Z-cuit and X-ciit

platelets of a-AlPO 4 the electrical resistivity of the specimens

used before for the dielectric measurements was measured with a

Keithley Model 616 Digital Electrometer.

For the Z-cut platelet (grown hydrothermally at the Naval

Weapons Center, China Lake, California) a room temperature value

of p = 1.6 x 101 Ohm m was obtained from measurements at zero

current, and an activation energy of Q = 0.88 eV was determined

from measurements at constant voltaqe vs. temperature.

Measurements on the X-cut sample (grown hydrothermally at the

U.S. Signal Corps Engineering Labs., Fort Monmouth, New Jersey)

gave similar results.

Calculating the loss tangent from the standard formula

1
tan 6 = - - (2)

pWe 1

(CI 1 real part of dielectric constant, w = anqular frequency)

gives with the value of p according to (1) for a frequency of 1

MHz a value of tan 6 = 1.8 x 10-  This value is considerably

smaller than the high temperature backqround measured at 300K and

I MHz, which is of the order of 5 x 10- 4 (Barsch and Spear, 1979;

Fig. 10d). Hence one may conclude that the rise of the
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dielectric loss at hiqh temperature is not caused by the bulk

conductivity of the crystal. This conclusion is substantiated by

the relatively weak temperaure variation of the high tempevature

rise of tan 6 which would correspond to an activation energy much

smaller than that given above. Thus it appears that the high

temperature rise of the dielectric loss may be attributed, as the

relaxation peak(s) observed at lower temperature, to defect

relaxation or to the effect of conducting inclusions. This

conjecture should be subjected to further investigation by means

of dielectric loss measurements versus temperature at frequencies

below 1 kHz, which should reveal a maximum of tan 6 below ?2O0 C.

In order to test the hypothesis that the dielectric

relaxation phenomena observed arise from conducting inclusions

one may use the formulae for the real and imaginary parts of the

dielectric constant, c' and c", of a non-dissipative dielectric

medium characterized by a relative dielectric constant ei and c

0 0, with spherical inclusions of a medium with the electrical

conductivity o (Daniel, 1Q67):

+ + - w-- - (3a)

_ 2 (3b)

I + WT) t

where

2 0
1

* -(4)

(o -- vacuum dielectric constant) and
3
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N = 4.5q. (5)

q denotes the volume fraction of the spherical inclusion.

By applying these equations to the relaxation peak which is

present in both the X-cut and Z-cut crystals one obtains for the

volume fraction of inclusions the value q = 2.3 x 10- 3 and for

the resistivity of the inclusions p = 3.0 x 103 Ohm m. Both

values are plausible for growth related inclusions. For the high

temperature contribution to the loss tangent one obtains for the

Z-cut specimen for a volume fraction of inclusions similar to the

above value resistivity values of the same order of magnitude.

Further studies on crystal growth and characterization would be

required in order to identify the nature of the inclusions and,

if necessary, to eliminate them in the crystal growth process.

3.1.3 Piezoelectric Constants

An ultrasonic AC capacitance dilatometer has recently been

developed in this laboratory by Professor L. E. Cross and

collaborators (Uchino and Cross, 1979) and is used to measure the

piezoelectric strain constant d1 1 on two X-cut samples of a-

berlinite under ONR Contract No. N00014-78-C-02q1. In Table 2

the results are compared with the earlier results obtained from

the analysis of the ultrasonic data (Chang and Barsch, 1976) and

from direct measurement by means of the x-ray method (Barsch and

Spear, 1979). It is apparent that within the joint experimental

error and the two values obtained with the AC dilatometer aqree

with each other and with the ultrasonically determined value.

The actual values obtained with the dilatometer are, however,

about 20 percent smaller than the ultrasonic value. On the other
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Table 2. Comparison of piezoelectric strain constant d

as measured by different techniques

Technique Reference d1 1 (10- 1 2mV - 1

Ultrasonic Chang and Barsch, 1976 5.3 ± 1.6

X-ray Barsch and Spear, 1979 11.7 ± 0.4

3.98 ± 0.0 a

AC Dilatometer Uchino and Cross, 1979 4.2 ± 0.2

aSample previously used for ultrasonic measurements (Chang and

Barsch, 1976).

Sample previously used for x-ray determination of piezoelectric
constants (Barsch and Spear, 1979).

hand, the x-ray value is over two times larger than the

ultrasonic value and almost three times as large as the

dilatometer value. Thus one may tentatively conclude that the x-

ray value is subject to a larqe systematic error of unknown

origin. Perhaps electric field enhancement effects near

inclusions or voids, or space charge effects near the electroded

surface may be responsible for this.

If the smaller dilatometer value of d is accepted as
11

correct one may expect that for a-berlinite the maximum

electromechanical coupling factor k for bulk waves is roughly 20

percent smaller than previously indicated (Chang and Barsch,

1976), althouqh still larqer than for ct-quartz. This is

corroborated by the direct measurement of the coupling factor k2

for surface waves, for which a value of only half of the
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theoretically predicted value, but almost twice as larqe as for

ST quartz was found (O'Connell and Carr, 1979).

In order to predict the maximum coupling factor for the

temperature compensated directions more accurately, more reliable

values of the piezoelectric strain constant d1 4 and more data on

the effect of crystal imperfections on the piezoelectric and

dielectric constants and the temperature derivatives of these

quantities are required.

3.2 Bismuth Titanate and Lead Bismuth Niobate

Bismuth titanate, BiTi 012 (ST), and lead bismuth niobate,

PbBi 2 Nb2 OQ (PBN) are both members of a family of bismuth oxide

+2 ~ 2
layer compounds of comnosition (Bi2?) (Mem 1 Rm 3m+)-2 where

Me denotes a mono-, di- or trivalent cation, R - Ga+ 3  Ti + 4  Nh 5
- di- o

or Ta, m = 2, 3, 4, 5, in which m perovskite-like layers of

nominal composition MeRO3 are stacked between Bi 02 layers along

a pseudo-tetraqonal c-axis. These compounds were first

synthesized and their structure was determined by Aurivillius

(1949 a,b). Ferroelectricity in this qroup of compounds was

discovered by Smolenski, et al. (1959). For PbBi 2 Nb2 0 it is Me

Pb, R = Nb and m = 2, and ferroelectric Curie temperatures from

5260 to 560*C have been reported for ceramic specimens

(Smolenski, et al., 1959; Subbaro, 1962). For Bi 4Ti 301 2 it is Me

= Bi, R = Ti, and m = 3, and the Curie temperature lies between

6430 and 675 0 C (Van Uitert and Eqerton, 1961; Suhbaro, 1q61).

Because of the identical electron confiqurtions of Ri 3 and Ph+ 2

property differences between the two compound% should result only

from different number of peroskite-like layers (m 2 and 3,
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respectively). On the whole, one may expect the properties of

PRN to correspond more closely to those of Bi2 0 and those of RT

to be more perovskite-like. Because of the common layer

structure one may expect the properties of PBN and BT to be

qualitatively similar.

With the exception of BT virtually all property measurements

on this class of compounds were obtained from ceramic polycrystal

specimens, and mostly X-ray studies and dielectric constant

measurements are available (Aurivillius, 1949 a, b; Ismailzade,

1Q60; Smolenski, et al., 1959; Subbarao, IQ62). No elastic or

thermoelastic constant data were available for any of these layer

compounds.

The occurrence of ferroelectricity for the members of this

family of compounds is mostly inferred from the Curie-Weiss

behaviour of the polycrystal dielectric constant, but for a few

ceramic specimen and for single crystal RT dielectric hysteresis

has also been observed (Subharao, 1961; Subbarao, 1962; Van

Hitert and Eqerton, 1961). For PRN (ceramic) no hysteresis

behaviour for electric fields up to 50 kV!cm and for temperatures

from 100 to 250' has been found (Smolenski, et al., 1959;

Subbarao, 1962), but ceramic PBN could be poled by fields from 20

to 50 kV/cm and temperatures ranqino from 200 to 250°C (Subbarao,

1962). For the poled ceramic PBN a piezoelectric constant of d33

= 1.5 x 10- 1 1  C/N has been measured (Subbarao, 1962). For PBN

and other members of this family of compounds the peak in the

dielectric constant (the maximum observed for PBN was (_ mmax

?,100) coincides with a structural phase transformation from
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tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry (Ismailzade, 1q60). Except

for BT the direction of the spontaneous polarization P s is not

known. For BT s lies approximately in the perovskite layer,
5

deviatinq by an anqe of 50 from the a-axis, and has the

components Pa = 50 PC/cm 2 and PC = 4 pC/cm 2 (Cummins and Cross,

1968). For BT a hysteresis in the c-direction has been observed

at room temperature with a coercive field of about 6 kV/cm, but

no hysteresis was found in the plane perpendicular to c (Van

Uitert and Egerton, 1961). However, RT can be poled in the a-

direction by an elaborate hinh temperature polino technique

(Hopkins and Miller, 1q70).

3.2.1 Elastic Constants of Bismuth Titanate

The high temperature paraelectric pha ' of fiT belonqs to the
Q

tetragonal space qroup 14/mmm (C4v). At room temperature x-ray

and neutron diffraction data are consistent with a polar

orthorhombic structure of space group B2cb (C1 7 ) with lattice

parameters of a = 5.44Rf and c = 3?.R3 (Dorrian, et al., IQ71).

There are four formula units per unit cell. The structure
+i1

consists of Bi20 2 layers which alternate with perovskite-like

Bi2 Ti301 0 layers (Aurivillius, 1Q50). From measurements of the

optical indicatrix as a function of temperature the actual

crystal symmetry may be established to he monoclinic (Cummins and

Cross, 1968), but the structural deviations from orthorhombic

symmetry are so small that they do not show up in X-ray or

neutron diffraction masurements (Dorrian, et al., 1971).

There are over 50 ferroelectric compounds known which belong

to the bismuth titanate family (Newnham, et al., 1971). Only

dielectric and optical data, but no elastic and piezoelectric
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constant datd are available so far. In order to examine the

suitability of Bi 4 TiO 3 as a substrate for temperature compensated

SAW devices ,we have hequn measurements of the elastic constants

of this naterii1 as a function of temperature. A sinale crystal

platelet of linear dimensions of about 5x4xO.75 mm was used for

this purpose. The crystal had been qrown by S. E. Cummins,

Wrinht-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, by means of a flux method

(Pulvari. iQ64) and was of brown color and optically translucent.

Nio attempts to pole the crystal have been made. The transit time

of a shear wave propaqatinq in the c-direction (the platelet

normal), polarized in a direction 450 from the a-or b-axis, has

been measured by means of the ultrasonic pulse echo method from

I0K to 315K. Because of the near-tetraqonality of the crystal

structure the results for polarization in the a- or b-direction

are expected to he very similar. In Fiqure 11 the transit time

for this mode is plotted vprsus temperature. It exhibits the

usual positive slope, implyinn a npqative temperature coefficient

of the averaqe elastic shear modulus (c44 + c55)/2. In order to

establish the suitability of BT for temperature compensated SAW

devices the remaininq elastic constants must he determined as a

function of temperature. Since the available sinqle crystals are

all in the form of thin platelets the resonance techninue has to

he used for this purpose. Because of the time-consumina sample

preparation this work was not pursued tinder the present contract.

3 . .?.. Elastic and .ielectric Constants of Lead Bismuth Niobate

As a result of the crystal qrowth efforts under the present

contract, PBN is the only member of the entire family of bismuth
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Figure 11. Transit time of shear mode propaqatinq in
c-direction for Ri4 i3O 12 versus temperature.
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layer compounds for which sinqle crystal boules with centimeter

dimensions alonq all three crystalloaraphic axes have become

available. However, PRN exhibits easy cleavaqe of the (001)

planes and the cuttinq, orientinq and polishina of the crystals

turned out to be extraordinarily difficult and time consuminq if

cleavaqe was to he avoided. Especially detrimental was the

propensity of thin c-cut platelets to flake near ednes and

corners of their flat a-cut surfaces, thereby nullifyinq the

cumbersome sample preparation effort, often in its final staqe.

Whereas c-cut platelets could be cut and polished more easily it

was only after several months of effort that (as yet unpolished)

a-cut platelets have been obtained. This was achieved by

surroundi na the oriented and glass-mounted sample in DUCP cement

prior to cutti nq and iisi nq ciitti nq rates of less than one

millimeter per day with a vibration free wiresaw (diameter of K
strino 0.(110 inch). We have started to use HYSOL-cement,

previously successfully used by Cummins and Cross (IQ68) and

expect that, because of its areater riqidity it will provide

still better protection of the sample than DUICO-cement. At the

time of the expiration of the Present contract (6/30/80) the

(100) faces of the a-cut samples had not yet been polished.

Dielectric constant measurements were possible with these

unpolished samples, but ultrasonic velocity measurements with the

Pulse superposition method could not be made for lack of aood

echos.

A c-cut platelet of unpoled PBN of thickness 2.9q1 mm was

prepared for the elastic constant measurements. The transit time

of the lonqitudinal and of the two transverse acoustic waves
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propagating in the c-direction were measured as a funtion of

temperature from about n°C to about 50 to 900 C by means of the

ultrasonic pulse superposition method. In Ficures 12, 13a and

13h the elastic constants c3 3 , c55 and c6 6 obtained from these

data are plotted versus temperature. All three moduli are seen

to have the usual negative slope. The data for the two shear

moduli are virtually identical. Althouqh these results will he

somewhat different for poled specimens, no drastic changes,

especially no positive temperature coefficient for any of these

three moduli is to he expected. Of course, for assessinq the

existence of temperature compensated directions the remaininq six

elastic constants and the set of piezoelectric constants must he

known versus temperature.

Dielectric measurements were made on a (polished) c-cijt

platelet of thickness 0.3Q1 mm and on an (unpolished) a-cut

platelet of thickness 0.4818 mm. For the c-cut sample no

hysteresis was found at room temperature with a Sawyer and Tower

circuit in electric fields up to 25 kV/ci'. Also no response with

a d 33-meter was obtained, indicatinq that the piezoelectric

constant d3 3 < 10- 1 2 C/N. The results may he interpreted so as to

indicate that PBN, unlike BT, has no component of the spontaneous

polarization alonq the c-axis, or, alternatively, but less

likely, that at R.T. the coercive field Ec > 25 kV/cm. Further

dielectric studies at higher fields and/or elevated temperature

are required to settle this question. For the a-cut platelet a

weak hysteresis loop was observed at room temperature in an
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Figure 13. Shear constants c (a) and c66 (b)
of unpoled PBN ve~us temperature.
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electric field of 16.6 kV/cm. As shown in Fiqure 14 at elevated

temperatures the loop widens. While the shape of the loop and

its temperature dependence seem to suggest the presence of a

conductivity loss mechanism contributions from a ferroelectric

hysteresis cannot be ruled out.

The dielectric constant and the loss tanqent have been

measured for the (unpoled) a-cut sample at 10 10, 105 and 1f6

Hz from room temperature to ?00°C. The results for 1 kHz and 1

MHz are shown in Finure 15a and 15b and indicate that in the

temperature ranae to 200'C the dielectric constant T almost
a

doubles from the room temperature value of 210 to ?60. The loss

tanoent rises more slowly. The absolute maanitude of LT at R.T.
a

is consistent with the polycrystal results of Suhbaro (1Q6?) who

obtained a value of 170 at 25 K. However, the rise in

temperature of L is much more rapid than for the polycrystala L
sample, where the doubling of v occurs over a temperature

interval of 400 K. The relatively fast rise of r T is consistent• a

with the occurrence of a maximum of E = 2,100 in the polycrystal

which naturally has been dttributed to the ferroelectric

transition. Althouqh Subbarao (1962) concludes that the

spontaneous polarization is in the c-direction the above results

on PRN and the structural similarity with BT suqest that the

main component of P is perpendicular to this direction. More
5

experimental effort would be required to fully characterize all

pertinent properties of PSN.
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Figure 14. Dielectric hysteresis of a-cut PBN at 10Hz.
(a) 24.5°C; (b) 86.6°C; (c) 192.50 C.
Horizontal scale corresponds to 200 V/division,
vertical scale to 50 V/division.
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4. Conclusions

The results obtained under the present contract indicate

that temperature compensated performance and large electro-

mechanical coupling factors in ultrasonic bulk and surface wave

devices are not mutually exclusive, and that the performance

characteristics of presently used acoustic wave devices are not

yet optimized with respect to the choice of the best possible

material. The results indicate further that the approach used in

our systematic search for new temperature compensated

piezoelectric materials with larqer piezoelectric coupling than

-auartz has been very successful. This approach led to the

identification of tt-berlinite and lead potassium niobate as

superior substitutes for ct-quartz and consisted of the following

four steps:

(1) Selection of promisinq candidate materials on the basis

of heuristic criteria,

(2) Growth of single crystal specimen sufficiently large for

physical property measurements,

(3) Measurement of the complete set of the elastic,

piezoelectric, dielectric and thermoelastic constants,

(4) Computer calculations to determine the temperature

compensated directions and their associated coupling factos for

bulk and surface acoustic waves.

It is to be expected that through a continued systematic

search new materials with still better properties could be found.
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5. Recommendations

Since -berlinite and lead potassium niobate have been found

to be superior to a-quartz for bulk and surface wave applications

it would be appropriate to continue work on both materials in

order to optimize their properties. This would involve a

systematic study and better control of the crystal growth

parameters required for production of high-quality ceystals, and

further investigations on the effect of crystal imperfections and

chemical composition on the properties and performance.

In addition, it appears promising to continue the systematic

search for new temperature compensated materials on the basis of

the approach used previously, which could lead to the discovery

of other materials with still better properties. Specifically,

it is recommended to continue crystal arowth efforts for

subsequent properties measurements on Li 2 Sio 3 , Bi2Moo 6, and

Bi2oo6- Pi2 WO6  solutions in addition to lead potassium niobate.
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